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Composition C-4

Adhesive Tape

Mylar Wrap

M112 DEMOLITION CHARGE
The M112 Demolition Charge with taggant is comprised of a pressed Composition C-4 block wrapped and
sealed in Mylar plastic. The M112 includes a pressure sensitive adhesive tape for application to a variety of
surfaces. AES produces the M112 for US DoD and approved foreign military, police and commercial
customers.

DESCRIPTION

Owing to its packaged design, the M112 is easily transported, water
resistant and can be used to produce a scalable effect. Depending on
the required NEW, the block can be used as a whole, broken into
smaller charges or combined with other charges.

The Composition C-4 is also moldable for irregular shaped targets.
The M112 is commonly used for metal cutting, breaching and explosive
ordnance disposal (EOD) applications.

The M112 Demolition Charge is available in Mil-Spec packaging (30 per
Wirebound box) or Commercial packaging (40 per fiberboard box). In
addition to the standard M112, AES also fabricates other specialty C-4
demolition blocks.

PERFORMANCE

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS

M112 DEMO CHARGE
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DESCRIPTION AES P/N NOMINAL WEIGHT* L(in.) W(in.) H(in.)
M112 Demo Charge FC-M112 1.25 lb 11 2 1

1 lb C-4 Demo Charge FC-M1121LB 1 lb 8.8 2 1
1/2 lb C-4 Demo Charge FC-M1120.5LB 0.5 lb 4.4 2 1


